Planning problems where effects of actions are non-deterministic can be modeled a8 ( 1) and (3) 
INTRODUCTION
In a Markov de cision process (MDP), an agent must, at each time point, choose an action from a finite set A of possible actions and execute the action. Execut ing an action a ha8 two consequences: The agent re ceives an immediate reward r(s, a), which depends on the current state 8 of the world a8 well a8 the action executed, and the world probabilistically moves into another state s ' according to a transition probability P(s'ls, a).
The action is chosen based on the current state of the world. A pol icy 1r prescribes an action for each possi ble state. In other words, it is a mapping from the set S of all possible states to A. The set of possible states is assumed to be finite in this paper. 
VALUE ITERATION
A value function is a mapping from the set S of pos sible states to the real line. Given a value function V, define another value function TV by 
The optimal value function satisfies the op ti mal equa tion V* =TV*, and hence is 0-contracted.
A value function V induces a policy through
IT the value function is f.-contracted for a small number €1 the induced policy is "good enough" in the sense that
Proof of this inequality can be found in , for instance, 
•'
where V(s')=T'V(s1) when s' comes before s in the ordering p and V(s')=V(s') otherwise.
The anytime algorithm presented in Dean et al (1993) is also closely related to the methods to be proposed in this paper. The algorithm restricts standard VI inside an envelope, a subset of possible states, that contains at least one path from the initial state to the goal state.
The envelope is gradually enlarged to get better and better solutions. When the MDP is acyclic, GVI is identical to Boyan and Moore's one-sweep algorithm and hence returns the optimal value function. When the MDP is cyclic, however, the value function it returns could be of very poor quality. Using it a.s a preprocessing step to VI might not help much.
On the positive side, the amount of computations GVI does is identical to that carried out by one iteration of standard VI. Also because GVI is an approximation of the entire value iteration process, the extent to which it improves the input value function should be greater 4. Else return Vn.
As it turns out, DVI can be described directly with out the reference to GVI. At each iteration, it uses a new operator T', instead of the operator T given in Equation (2) 
otherwise.
It can be proved that r is also a contract map ping. Hence the value function returned by DVI is €-contracted.
It is evident see that DVI is almost identical to the Gauss-Seidel variant of standard VI, except that it pro poses one particular way to order the possible states; the states are ordered according to their distances to the goal. By introducing DVI through GVI, we hope to provide another way of looking at the Gauss-Seidel variant of standard VI in the context of goal-directed MOPs.
IMPROVING PVI
The alternative understanding of DVI can be used to improve PVI. We call the improved algorithm PVIl.
The pseudo-code is a.s follows.
PV!l 1. Vo(s)=O for any s, n=O. Vn+l(s) = T'Vn(s).
3.
IfiiV . -.+1-V.-. li>e, increment n by 1 and go to step 2.
Else return Vn +l·
As PVI, PVIl should be used a.s a preprocessing step to VI.
EXPERIMENTS
Preliminary experiments have been carried to compare the algorithms proposed in this paper with standard value iteration. Four office environment navigation problems borrowed from Ca.ssandra et al (1996) were used . The problems differ in corridor layout and the total number of states. There are two sets of transition probabilities, referred to a.s standard and noisy tran sition probabilities respectively. Effects of actions are less certain under noisy transition probabilities than under standard transition probabilities.
--- The threshold for the Bellman residual was set at 0.001 and the discount factor at 0.99. Figure 1 shows that convergence times of the algorithms in the four prob lems. The X·axis represents the sizes of the problem, while theY-axis represents convergence time in CPU seconds. Data were collected using a SPARC20. The curves VI and DVI display the convergence times of VI and DVI respectively, while PVI and PVIl display the convergence times for the combinations of PVI and PVIl with VI.
Under both standard and noisy transition probabili ties, DVI and PVI converges much faster than VI and PVIl converges even faster. DVI converges slightly faster than PVI in the small est problem but slower in all other problems. Performances of all algorithms are slightly worse under noisy transition probabilities than under standard transition probabilities. Their differ ences are also slightly larger.
To gain an idea about how the comparisons change with problem sizes, we made copies of one environment and glue them together to form larger environments. The convergence times are shown in Figure 2 . We see that the differences in performance among the algo rithms become larger as the problem size increases.
In the smallest problem PVIl converges about three times faster than VI, while in the largest problem it converges six times faster.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We propose several techniques for exploiting the goal directedness of planning problems to speed up value it eration for their MDP models. Empirical studies have shown that the techniques can bring about significant speedups.
MDPs assume perfect observation of the state of the world. In many real-world problems, one does not know the true state of the world. Such problems can be modeled as partially observable MDPs (POMDPs). POMDPs are much harder to solve than MDPs. We are currently investigating the possibility of applying the ideas introduced in this paper to POMDPs.
